Privacy Policy
This privacy policy associated with ZAMO AMERICA, INC. applies only to the information collected by this website.
Information collected on Our Website.
We only have access to the information that you voluntarily offer us, through our contact form, by email or other direct
contact that you use.
Use of information collected on our Website.
ZAMO AMERICA, INC Only uses your information to respond, due to the only reason you contacted us. We will not
share your information with third parties outside of our organization, except when necessary to fulfill your request.

The ZAMO AMERICA, INC never used or will supervise the contact information of the client and the records of clients
that enter the ZAMO AMERICA, INC, unless required by law. All the security files that can be accessed through your
account.
ZAMO AMERICA, INC recognizes that your information must be shared with the least possible number of third parties.
Therefore, ZAMO AMERICA, INC will never sell your information to third party marketers. In addition, third-party
technology partners, if any, will only be provided with the minimum information necessary to perform an essential
function of the ZAMO AMERICA, INC.

Security
The information that is transmitted through this website is protected by the use of encryption, such as Secure Sockets
Layer (SSL). Make sure you use this site, by accessing through HTTPS.
Cookies
We use cookies on this site. A cookie is a storable file on the hard drive of a site visitor to help us improve your access to
our site and identify recurring visitors to our site. The use of a cookie is not related to any personally identifiable
information on our site.
You have the ability to accept or reject cookies. Most web browsers automatically accept cookies, but you can usually
modify your browser option to refuse cookies, if you prefer. If you choose to decline cookies, you may not be able to fully
experience the interactive features of the websites you visit.
This website contains links to other sites. Please note that we are not responsible for the content or privacy practices of
such sites. We encourage our users to be aware when we leave our site and at the same time we make the privacy
statements in any other place.
Modification of the terms
ZAMO AMERICA, INC reserves the right to modify the terms and conditions of this Agreement or its policies related to
the site at any time. You are responsible for reviewing this agreement. Your use of the Service after the changes will
constitute your consent.

